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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit. Assume that the routing protocol
referenced in each choice below is configured with its default
settings and the given routing protocol is running on all the
routers. Which two conditional statements accurately state the
path that will be chosen between networks
10.1.0.0 and 10.3.2.0 for the routing protocol mentioned?
(Choose two.)
A.
R3
B.
to
C.
to
D.

If OSPF is the routing protocol, the path will be from R1 to
to R4 to R5.
If RIPv2 is the routing protocol, the path will be from R1
R5.
If RIPv2 is the routing protocol, the path will be from R1
R3 to R4 to R5.
If OSPF is the routing protocol, the path will be from R1 to

R5.
E. If OSPF is the routing protocol, the path will be from R1 to
R2 to R5.
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 2
View the exhibit.
What does the data point at 14:35 tell you?
A. FortiAnalyzer has temporarily stopped receiving logs so
older logs' can be indexed.
B. The sqlplugind daemon is ahead in indexing by one log.
C. FortiAnalyzer is dropping logs.
D. FortiAnalyzer is indexing logs faster than logs are being
received.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
Logs are received then they are indexed, no logging server in
the world can index logs faster than they are received. When
FAZ receives raw logs, they are inserted (indexed) by the SQL
database and the sqlplugind daemon, this graph shows that FAZ
received 3 logs and sqlplugind indexed 4.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your Web site uses custom Themes. Your Web site must support
additional Themes based on the user's company name.
The company name is set when a user logs on to the Web site.
The company's Theme name is stored in a variable named
ThemeName.
You need to use this variable to dynamically set the Web site's
Theme.
What should you do?
A. Add the following code segment to the Load event of each
page on the Web site. Page.Theme = ThemeName
B. Add the following code segment to the markup source of each
page on the Web site. &lt;%@ Page Theme="ThemeName" ... %&gt;
C. Add the following code segment to the Web site's
configuration file. &lt;pages theme="ThemeName" /&gt;
D. Add the following code segment to the PreInit event of each
page on the Web site. Page.Theme = ThemeName
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
What are 2 ways to improve deliverability?
A. Add your company's name to the subject line
B. Make the From Name and Address recognizable

C. Buy an email list from a trusted source
D. Add how they subscribed to the list at the bottom of the
email
Answer: A,B
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